
 

Even your bones can get fat, mouse study
suggests
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(HealthDay)—Exercise doesn't just trim your
tummy. It may also improve bone thickness, boost
bone quality, and whittle away the fat found inside
bones, new animal research suggests. 

Yes, there's fat inside your bone marrow. 

The work with mice also uncovered potentially
good news for those struggling with obesity.

Exercise—namely running—prompted shrinkage in
the size of fat cells inside the bone marrow of both
lean and obese mice. But, only obese mice
experienced a significant drop in the amount of fat 
cells in their bones.

"Exercise strengthens bone," said study lead
author Dr. Maya Styner, "and this is widely known."

"However, it appears that this is even more so in
obese mice that exercise," said Styner, an
assistant professor of endocrinology and
metabolism at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill.

She added that she and her colleagues were
surprised "by how significantly exercise was
associated with increased bone quality in both lean
and obese mice." 

But, it remains to be seen if the findings will hold up
in people, since "research in mice is not directly
translatable to the human condition," the
researchers cautioned.

Still, Styner pointed out that "the kinds of stem cells
that produce bone and fat in mice are the same
kind that produce bone and fat in humans."

Until now, the researchers said, it was thought that
the fat in bone marrow was unlike other types of
body fat and didn't get used up as a source of
energy during exercise.

But the new study suggests this might not be true.

The scientists collected two groups of mice for the
study: 14 lean mice raised on a "normal diet" and
14 obese mice raised on a high-fat diet.

At 4 months of age, half of the obese mice and half
of the lean mice were provided a running wheel.

Six weeks later, bone measurements revealed that
the bones of the lean and obese rodent runners
were roughly 20 percent denser, said Styner.

Fat cell size also shrank significantly in all the mice
who routinely ran.

But while lean mice showed no change in the
number of fat cells found in their bones, obese mice
who ran lost more than half their fat cells compared
with sedentary obese mice.

Running also seemed to favor obese mice when it
came to improving the bone thickness.
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Nevertheless, Styner said the "underlying
physiology" behind fat storage remains poorly
understood. And the hows and whys behind 
exercise's impact on bone fat composition remains
murky.

She said her current focus is on continued animal
research. But the research team said such studies
might eventually point to ways of preserving and
improving bone health in patients with diabetes,
arthritis, anorexia and long-term steroid use.

Dr. Robert Recker, past president of the National
Osteoporosis Foundation, described the current
findings as "interesting."

"However, rodents' bones behave differently than
human bones," said Recker, director of the
Creighton University School of Medicine's
Osteoporosis Research Center in Omaha, Neb. In
the normal course of events, bone growth—also
called bone metabolism—unfolds in a very different
way in mice than in people, he noted.

Still, Recker added that an effort should be made to
explore bone fat dynamics in people. "This needs to
be done," he said.

The study findings were published in the current
issue of the Journal of Bone and Mineral Research.
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There's more on bone health at the U.S. National
Institutes of Health.
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